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Insights on...
THE UK AUTHORISED CONTRACTUAL SCHEME

Since making a relatively quiet debut in 2013, the UK’s Authorised Contractual Scheme (ACS) has 
moved into the spotlight. With more than £20 billion* of funds launched to date – and significant 
schemes in the wings – the ACS is set to play an increasingly influential role in the UK fund industry. 
Whilst ‘efficiency’ and ‘simplicity’ are key benefits for establishing an ACS, you shouldn’t underestimate 
the underlying operational complexities. Successfully managing an ACS requires seamless integration 
across fund accounting, transfer agency, custodian and depositary. These 10 questions can help you 
understand whether your service provider can provide the support you need to establish and support  
an ACS. 

1. What type of experience do you have with tax-transparent funds? Can you provide evidence? 
The ACS may be a newcomer for the United Kingdom, but it joins a well-established European  
marketplace for tax-transparent contractual funds. Similar vehicles have been operating since 2005  
in Luxembourg and Ireland. The Netherlands and Germany also offer their own variants. A service 
provider that can demonstrate experience with these vehicles can leverage this knowledge and  
expertise to support an ACS.

2. Do you have a dedicated tax-transparent funds team?
The highly specialist nature of tax-transparent funds requires a focused team of product, legal and 
tax experts. A dedicated team can provide support across the fund’s full lifecycle, from fund creation, 
investor onboarding, fund expansion and investor growth. It is best practice to have dedicated tax 
specialists solely focused on supporting tax-transparent funds, conducting research into tax changes 
and implementing operational enhancements.

3. Can you offer an integrated approach across fund administration, custodian and  
depositary requirements?
The key operational requirement for tax-transparent funds is the ability to recognise tax at the investor 
level rather than the fund level, allowing investors to access the appropriate tax rate. Achieving the  
correct withholding tax output each time the fund generates income requires ownership calculation  
technologies to work seamlessly across the fund administrator/transfer agent, custodian and depositary. 
■■ Transfer agents must collate and process relevant tax documentation. This is an additional process 

beyond the core subscription and fund application processes that transfer agents support.
■■ Fund accounting operations need to calculate accurate daily income and capital information for 

each investor’s share of the assets based on the beneficial investor’s withholding tax outcome.  
This becomes complex when a fund has multiple investors with different tax entitlement levels. 

■■ Global custodians are obligated to provide timely recognition of investor-level asset ownership, 
income and tax position to effect tax relief at source or appropriate tax reclaims in multiple markets 
of investment.

■■ A depositary needs the appropriate tools to oversee the appointed custodian and ensure that the 
fund is managed in accordance with the fund documents and applicable regulation. 
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Service providers that are able to demonstrate an aligned approach are better placed to support these 
key functions and ensure the integrity of the tax-transparent fund.

4. Can you support multiple investor types from multiple locations?
An ACS can range in complexity from a fund with similar investors from a single jurisdiction to  
one encompassing multiple investor types and domiciles. The latter requires a highly sophisticated  
platform and established processes and procedures for the particular needs of such investors. From 
a fund accounting perspective, for instance, the issues that arise include multiple pricing points for 
multiple asset classes and unit classes.

5. Do you consider tax-transparent funds a core component of your operational process?
Tax-transparent funds should be embedded into the service provider’s operational processes. For 
example, does the provider have its own section in the Service Organization Controls (SOC 1) 
audit report?

6. Is your system scalable? 
An ACS ideally offers scope to grow your assets and investors in a structure designed to impart ‘economies  
of scale’ and operational efficiencies. To capitalise on this, your service provider must be able to offer  
a scalable operating platform that anticipates these future requirements. Can their platform offer 
operating solutions for complex requirements such as double tax-transparency, for example?

7. Are you able to offer securities lending for a tax-transparent fund with mixed investors 
and associated mixed tax requirements?
This potential revenue enhancement strategy requires a securities lending platform specifically developed  
to accommodate multiple tax rate outcomes from beneficial investors. Very specialised processes and  
procedures are required to obtain correct market outcomes.

8. Are you able to support US ERISA investors?
Supporting the very specific needs of US ERISA investors in tax-transparent funds entails customised 
systems and operating procedures. Not all service providers will be able to provide this level of support. 

9. Do you provide specialised reporting for tax-transparent funds?
As data transparency is a key requirement for many ACS investors, service providers should be able to offer  
a sophisticated suite of reporting tools covering such areas as regulatory, performance, sub-advisor metrics,  
risk and management reporting.

10. Are you able to advise us on developing an optimal tax-transparent fund structure?
Finally, the approach to implementing each ACS vehicle requires a customised approach. Any potential 
ACS service provider should demonstrate a commitment to working with you to develop an optimal 
ACS operational model, able to meet both long-term strategic and day-to-day requirements.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more please contact:

Phillip Caldwell
Global Head of Cross-Border Pooling Product, Northern Trust
+44 (0)20 7982 2940
phillip_caldwell@ntrs.com

Aaron Overy
Head of Business Development for Asset Pooling EMEA, Northern Trust
+44 (0)20 7982 2514
aaron_overy@ntrs.com

Northern Trust is an acknowledged leader in servicing European tax-transparent funds through a highly 
developed operations platform, supporting leading investment managers, insurers and multinational 
pension funds. We offer comprehensive project management for onboarding tax-transparent funds 
across multiple jurisdictions, leveraging our deep and broad expertise. Flexible service solutions include 
global custody, depositary and fund administration. We also offer full withholding tax service support 
and specialist tax-transparent fund accounting services supporting complex requirements. 
 As a pioneer at the forefront of European tax-transparent funds, Northern Trust has played a key 
part in developing industry milestones. We strongly supported the development of the UK ACS through 
our participation in multiple HM Treasury working groups covering tax, legal and commercial aspects. 
We also supported the industry’s first tax-transparent cross-border pooling solutions for multinational 
corporations in 2005 in Luxembourg and Ireland.
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